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Introduction: It is suspected that dust grains in the
micron and submicron size range can be naturally
transported by various electrostatic mechanisms above
the surface of the Moon, to altitudes in excess of
100km [1], [2]. Evidence of a dust exosphere includes
observations of ”streamers” and ”horizon glow” by
Apollo Astronauts [3] as well as by the Surveyor
landers [4] and Apollo coronal photography [5]. The
scale-height of the observed horizon glow has been es
timated to be 10km [1],[6].
The upper surface of the lunar regolith, from which
this exospheric dust originates, is a layer of weakly co
hesive particulate matter over the entirety of the lunar
surface. Scanning electron photomicrographs of Apollo
samples revealed the presence of a variety of grain
morphology, from agglutinates with irregular and sharp
edges to smoother glass droplets of volcanic origins
[7] identify four prominent shapes for micrometer
particles: spherical, angular blocks, glass shards and ir
regular.
Only recently was the ultra fine particle content of
the regolith (<100 nm) measured [8]. The particles ob
served in the sub-micron range have compact ellipsoid
shapes with small aspect ratios (i.e. close to spherical).
Yet, based on the physical properties of small particu
lates and the extensive de-aggregation processes
needed for their separation in the laboratory, it is un
likely for these grains to possess an individual dynam
ics; rather, they are expected to be transported either as
aggregates or as parasites onto larger grains.
The shape of the particle scattering phase function
conveys very important ”1st order” information on the
size of aerosol particles (both dust and volatiles).
Likewise, the polarization state of this scattered light
offers both size and shape information. The objective
of our current project is therefore to compute the scat
tering properties of non-spherical lunar dust grain mod
els using the Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA)—
which allows the determination of the scattering by tar
gets of arbitrary morphology—for use in data analysis
of optical diagnostics recorded in the lunar environ
ment. We compare this model to the standard Mie the
ory for spherical particles.
Individual particle modeling: One objective of
our project is the development of a “virtual lunar simu

lant”, a collection of numerical models of dust grains
modeled in order that their computed scattering proper
ties simulate these of the fine and ultra-fine fractions
lunar regolith. In the same way that physical simulant
are used in engineering model testing, our virtual simu
lant can be used in radiative transfer models. We
demonstrate here the techniques we have developed
and their usefulness with a limited preliminary set of
target particle. Figure 1 shows the three grain morpho
logies we use here: i-an irregular particle to represent
irregular, jagged micron and sub-micron dust grains; ii
a spherical particle with inclusions of nano-phasic Iron;
iii- an aggreate of spherical monomers, to simulate the
aggregation of ultra-fine grains.
The computations of the scattering signatures of the
chosen target particles are accomplished with the pub
licly available code DDSCAT developed by Draine &

Figure 1: SEMs of lunar dust grains and correspond
ing numerical model.
Flatau (2004). DDSCAT is an implementation of the
Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA). The DDA ap
proximates a continuum target by a finite array of po
larizable points, allowing the computation of the scat
tering and absorption properties of targets of arbitrary
geometry and heterogeneous composition.
Figure 2 shows the scattering and absorption effi
ciencies for the three types of targets from Fig. 1, com
pared to the standard Mie modeling of scattering by an
homogenous sphere. Significant differences are ob
served for sub-micron particles, down to a few tenths
of a micron.
Application to orbital sensing of the lunar envir
onment: The results of single particle scattering are
then integrated into a light scattering code that simu
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Figure 2: Scattering efficiency Qsca (top) and ab
sorption efficiency Qabs(bottom) for aggregates
(bold solid line), irregular particles (bolddashed line)
and spherical grains containing np-Fe inclusions
(bold dotteddashed line), as computed through the
DDA. Mie computation for an homogenous spherical
particle is plotted for comparison (solid line).
lates the spectral intensity of the dust exosphere as
would be observed by an orbiting spacecraft.
An Exosphere model is constructed from a modi
fied Gamma Particle Size Distribution with apeak~ 0.1
microns. Small (a ~ 0.1 mm) particles dominate at z~
10 km. Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the lunar hori
zon glow that would be observed by the LADEE/UVS
ultraviolet-visible spectrometer, as well as the ob
serving limb geometry. Simulations were run for both
(1) an equal-mass mixture of DDA-modeled complex
particles (aggregate, irregular and np-Fe inclusions)
and (2) Mie-modeled spherical homogeneous particles.
Computations for a set of diverse sample morpho
logies and compositions show that Mie theory can lead
to large errors in predicted dust properties. In particular
in this simulation, at large elongation angles, use of
Mie theory to interpret measurements will underestim
ate the dust column abundance.
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Figure 3: Simulations for a “UVS-like” spectrometer.
Spacecraft at z= 50 km. Viewing sunrise horizon.
Wavelength range 260-820 nm, Spectral resolution ~
0.70 nm. On top is the limb viewing geometry show
ing the corresponding positions A,B and C.
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